


Connecting  your business to Europe
Achieve your goals, go further than your competitors, enhance the 
experience with your clients.
We help you with all of this and much more.

We are focused on guide your company
to the internationalization

Based on our experience we understand all about the process for 
internationalizing a company. We divide our services into 3 clear blocks to suit you 

the best with your actual needs.



Belgium-Luxembourg

Our areasCreate a strategy to 
conquer the new market

Spain

Balkan
and
HungaryAlways close to you

Exceptional quality

By mail, Skype, telephone on in person. Always available.

Sensitive to the needs of your clients and the fluctuations of the market. We keep the deadline 
seriously.



Our services

Sales

Implementation in the new market

Digital Marketing

We analyze your actual 
situation, and what you will 
need. Then create a plan for 
the next 3, 6 and 12 months. 
As well we will create a list of 
potential clients and then we 
will contact them in all the 
ways possibles to obtain your 
goals.

You decided the best option 
is to implement your business 
or any department in another 
country. We will help you to 
find the partners and providers 
to make it true.

Nowadays is getting much 
more important the contact 
with the clients throw the 
internet, we can not forget 
it. Create a good campaign in 
Google, or in the social media 
can make us much more sales. 

As well, we can create an 
e-shop on the local language, 
so you can start to export your 
products and services with 
a small investment and from 
home.

 -base a company in the new market
-create a new society
-accounting
-legal translation
-find you a place
-find the right workers
-prepare your company for the new step of the exportation

-area management
-market research
-B2B meetings
-visits to potential clients
-virtual office
-follow up

-landing page in the local language
-creation of catalogs, and graphic design
 -e-commerce 
-campaigns in Google and social media
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